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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Product Manager
 

Одеса,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: середня
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Company Webidea - is a partner of international company VIZUALTECH (Miami, FL, USA) is looking for a Product Manager /
Product Owner.

The Product Manager will perform product management duties including ideation, research, requirements gathering, documentation
and wireframe preparation, a project standups, and post launch product evaluation.

Work with internal and external stakeholders to gather requirements and create user stories

Act as Product Owner in the development process, creating epics and user stories, and prioritizing and grooming the product backlog

Experience as a Product Manager with expertise in B2B or B2C Software/Web development

* Create and maintain product documentation, including user stories, feature backlogs, and wireframes

* Work closely with engineering teams to design the best technical implementations and monitor implementation

* Hold regular meetings to inform stakeholders of development progress

* 1+ years of experience within product development lifecycle, including 2+ years of software/web product management experience

Will be a plus:

English (reading and writing)

Axure or any Mockup / Wireframe software

Jira or similar systems

Personal skills:

have desire to grow and develop

responsibility

ability to show result

We offer you:

Interesting international projects

The prospect of career growth

Competitive salary

Paid vacation, sick leave and time off for family reason

Flexible working hours

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


and also:

New modern office (air conditioning, separate work-rooms)

Comfortable work space and a modern computer (2 monitors, if you wish)

Natural coffee and donuts

Gymnastic wall

Weekly sports activities

Friendly and driven team

English speaking club

Regular corporate events

Our company will also offer relocation package, including finding apartment and transportation costs.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон:
+38 (048) 701-53-33
 

+38 (093) 784-01-29
 
 

Контактна
особа:

Ольга
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